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Lazy Soundness
A Prototypical Tool-Chain

Lazy Soundness is a new kind of soundness dealing with so called
left-behind or lazy activities. Since these activities can be active while 
the final activity of the business process has already been reached, 
processes containing these activities can never be sound. Lazy 
soundness provides a criterion to prove business processes containing 
these activities to be free of deadlocks and livelocks.
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A business process containing Discriminator, N-out-of-M, or Multiple 
Instances without Synchronization patterns (called the critical patterns), 
such as
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A, B, and C represent three web service 
interactions.

After two of them have completed, D is 
executed and thereafter the process is 
finished.

However, one of the activities is still active, and clean-up 
work like payment and documentation has to be done.

As the remaining activity contradicts the soundness definition, we can 
not use existing tools to verify the sample business process. Still, 
automated verification regarding deadlocks and livelocks is quite 
important even if you employ one of the critical patterns in your 
business process.

Lazy Soundness proves business processes 
containing the critical patterns (and all others) to 
be free of deadlocks and livelocks. Technically, it 
abstracts from all internals of the process and 
just considers the initial and final node. The 
abstracted process is verified using bisimulation 
techniques.

Demo Presentation:

Thursday, Sep 7 10:30am, Room EI10 

Lazy soundness has been implemented in a prototypical tool chain at 
our research group. We provide a graphical editing of business 
processes using BPMN, automatically formalize BPM diagrams into pi-
calculus expressions, and use existing tools to decide lazy soundness 
for a given business process.

The theoretical background of Lazy Soundness will be presented on 
Tuesday, September 5 16:30am, Room EI9.
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and offers interactive means to exert influence on their course of execution. The contents

of this paper is structured as follows. Firstly ... todo ... Thereafter the elaborated concepts

will be illustrated by an example and finally the paper concludes with a discussion of

related work and further developments.

2 Motivation

As already mentioned above, by using the !-calculus as a formal representation of business
processes, the dynamic linking behavior of processes within service oriented architectures

can be modeled. Other formal approaches for modeling business processes are provided

by Carl Adam Petris Petri nets[12] and notations based on them like workflow nets[1].

However the problem of these approaches is that they represent systems with static struc-

tures, which means that all links for communications and actors within the system have to

be known beforehand. Already a simple example, found in everyday life, illustrates the

problem.

Lets assume Steve wants to communicate with Mary using a telephone, but does not
know Marys telephone number. Without her number, no communication can be estab-
lished. To resolve this problem Steve calls the directory assistance, whose telephone
number is publicly known, and asks for Marys number. The directory assistance can
provide him with her telephone number, sinceMary has signed up in the telephone book.
The systems state is depicted in figure 1(a). After receiving the number, Steve is able
to call Mary. He thereby establishes a new communication link between himself and

Mary, which did not exist before. The new systems state of the linking structure is shown
in figure 1(b). Such evolution can not be modeled by Petri nets and approaches based on

them.
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Figure 1: Change of linking structure during evolution

Since the !-calculus also supports the formalization of the workflow patterns, shown in
[11, 14] and the formalization of the service interaction patterns [2][5], it provides a con-

siderable approach as a formal representation of business processes, especially regarding

the service oriented architectures, constantly gaining in importance these days. These ar-

guments are strongly speaking for using the !-calculus in the business process domain.
However, due to lacking tool support working with it, regarding modeling and simulation,

further development in this area is desired.

The issue of modeling !-calculus processes is currently targeted by the development of a
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2.1. BUSINESS PROCESSES

receive the products, travels from the initial order to the manufacturer process. Seem-
ingly the manufacturer process has a stable link to the customer process for sending
messages from the beginning on, even before the customer tells the reseller about his
order. There is no indication that this link is established between a concrete manu-
facturer and customer during the process. The second point challenges exactly this
aspect, that BPMN only shows processes at the type level. During actual execution
many reseller processes, with a structure as described in the business process diagram,
may exist, forwarding orders of various customers to a variety of manufacturers and
payment organization, whereas links between the last are established only between
the specific instances. However, such behavior can be modeled using the !-calculus.
As a conclusion the models of BPMN show the static structure of processes with all
tasks and links, that occur during process execution, and !-calculus processes show
the structure evolving over time, with snapshots of the systems structure at specific
moments.

2.1.3 Business Processes and the !-Calculus

As the !-calculus is discussed as a formal foundation for BPM[37, 45], and the target of
this thesis is to develop an environment for simulating !-calculus systems and therefore
needs !-calculus process definitions as input, one problem surfaces, that has to be
solved. It regards the modeling of business processes in !-calculus notation. Directly
modeling processes in this notation is not easy, since no graphical editors exist and
directly writing the process definitions can become very confusing. This problem is
currently targeted in the context of the development of a reasoning tool chain for the
!-calculus[36]. A high level overview of the tool chains architecture modeled as a block
diagram of the FMC (Fundamental Modeling Concepts) notation[20] is depicted in
figure 2.4. Rectangles in this notation present active components, which are capable of
communicating with each other, and rounded shapes represent storages and documents,
that can be read or written to.
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Figure 2.4: Tool chain[36]

The objectives of this tool chain are the application of !-calculus reasoning on business
processes modeled with BPMN. Components of the tool chain are a graphical editor for

Anja Bog Department of Business Process Technology 11



tool chain, further described in [13]. This tool chain exports business processes modeled

in BPMN[3] to an intermediate XML format, checks the business process diagram (BPD)

for structural soundness and converts the diagram to !-calculus agents. The algorithm
used for the conversion can be found in [15].

Solving the second problem of lacking tool support for !-calculus simulation is the aim
of the tool presented in this paper. To ease the modeling of !-systems for simulation as
input for this tool, the ASCII output produced by the converter tool mentioned above, can

be used.

3 !-Calculus Simulation

Besides the functionalities provided by the MWB and ABC tools, a functionality for ad-

vanced simulation of the evolution of !-calculus systems is desirable. Advanced simula-
tion in this context means to be presented with a visual representation of the !-calculus
system, being able to interactively select reductions of the monitored !-calculus system
to take place in the next step and being presented with an updated snapshot of the linking

structure of the system after each step with the possibility to select the next one. Such

simulation functionality is implemented by the PiVizTool. Its architecture is depicted as

a block diagram of the Fundamental Modeling Concepts (FMC)[7] notation in figure 2.

Rectangle shapes in this notation represent actors, being able to communicate with each

other and rounded shapes represent storages, that can be read or written to by actors.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the PiVizTool

PiVizTool
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Interaction Equivalence in Distributed Business Processes 3
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Fig. 2. Choreography 2.

Customer at the same time. As the choreography is denoted at type level but
the corresponding business processes are executed at instance level, the correla-
tions between Customer and Shop instances have to be accounted. Figure 1(b)
shows a process instance level view of the choreography. Each process instance
corresponds to a certain type and is denoted by a circle. The contained types are
either Customer (C) or Shop (S). Links between process instances are denoted
by lines with a black dot at the target end. Initially, the considered choreography
consists of two instances of the Customer having knowledge about a particular
Shop’s instance. The Shop’s instance is at this time not bound to a specific
Customer’s instance. However, after evolution over time, a Customer’s process
instance has evolved to C ! and bound to a specific process instance of the Shop
(S!). Additionally, C ! has lost the original link to the Shop as it is not needed
anymore, whereas S! has a link back to the customer for delivery.

The illustrated example contains two important concepts for distributed busi-
ness processes: correlations and bindings. Correlations tie together di!erent pro-
cess instances while bindings reconfigure the existing link structure. Both con-
cepts are inherently found in service-oriented architectures and correspond to
the !-calculus restriction operator and its link passing mobility.

For discussing interaction equivalence in distributed business processes we
now extend the example by replacing the Shop with a more complex Reseller
construct shown in figure 2(a). The Customer now places her order at a Reseller
who itself only redirects the order to a Manufacturer selected from a set of
them. Furthermore, the Reseller supports di!erent payment methods which are
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